Our Product Offerings....

www.vitafoamng.com
Since 1962, we have ridden on the wings of creativity, innovation and excellence to consistently give you lifestyle products that make living for you a fine art and a radiation of elegance.

There is a level of comfort, luxury and class that seems lost till you come in contact with our ever evolving, deeply satisfying range of products; we truly are the fine art of living. Since 1962, we have ridden on the wings of creativity, innovation and excellence to consistently give you lifestyle products that make living for you a fine art and a radiation of elegance.

We invite you to take a peep at our range of world class products. Whether for your homes, hotels or institutional comfort needs, you are sure to find what you are looking for.
Mattress

Sleeping on a Vitafoam mattress is a very unique experience. Our mattresses are hypoallergenic and are carefully designed to support your back and spine, reduce spinal pressure and help you maintain a healthy sleeping position while giving you that maximum comfort you desire.
Vita Galaxy Orthopedic

- A very high destiny mattress designed for those who prefer firmer support to help lift pressure points off bones and muscles, thereby providing unique surface for healthy sleeping.

- Extremely firmly mattress to meet orthopedic needs for anyone.

- For hard sleepers and people with regular back pain. Not suitable for children.
Vita Galaxy Classic

- Vitagalaxy Classic is a semi-orthopedic mattress.
- A sandwich of reconstituted foam and high density foam
- For those who prefer semi-firmer support.
Vita Spring Firm

- Vita Spring Firm is a composite product of inner spring and an outer layer of orthopedic foam which is therapeutic, unparalleled support and excellent durability.

- It adjusts to the contour of the body which offers good comfort.
Vita Spring Flex

- Vita Spring Flex is a composite product of inner spring with an outer layer of high density foam, great for all types of sleepers - providing you with the ultimate spring mattress experience.
Vita Sizzler

- A high density, resilient mattress with a plush and luxury feel.
- Comes in beautiful fabrics that keep you warm, especially in cold weather.
Vita Twill Double (Hard & Soft)

- This is a two layered of hard and super soft, high density foam, designed to help you experience enhanced comfort on both sides - however you like it.

- It is made to satisfy the desire of varying level of firmness, without investing in multiple mattresses.

- Suitable for body weight of up to 120kg.
Vita Supreme

- Vita Supreme is a not too hard, not too soft, just right mattress for you.
- Designed with high density foam to ensure it provides optimal support and comfort as you sleep.
- A high density foam grade fit for maximum weight of up to 100kg.
Vita Haven

- Vita Haven is a medium density mattress made with high polyester fabrics which keeps you warm especially in cold weather.
- Suitable for body weight up to 100kg.
Vita Grand & Vita Corona

- Vita Grand and Corona mattresses are hypoallergenic and are medium density foam.

- Vita Grand comes in quilted Jacquard fabric.

- Suitable for body weight up to 70kg.
Vita Shine

- Vita Shine is a hypoallergenic mattress covered with non-quilted textile and tape edge.

- Made of low density foam grade and can accommodate body weight of 50kg and below.
Pillows
This is a Visco elastic pillow that has spikes which allows airflow that enables it to naturally regulate temperature and draws moisture away from your face and neck, a feeling that will help you stay cool all night long.
Vitacool Pillow

- Vita Cool is a visco elastic pillow
- The Vitacool Pillow conforms to the shape of the head and neck offering therapeutic support and rises back to its original shape in 60 seconds after being compressed.
- The soft feel provides excellent comfort and unmatched durability.

www.vitafoamng.com
Vitalex Pillow

- Vitalex Memory Pillow is designed to support the contours of your neck and body for an appropriate posture, and for a restful sleep.
Haven Memory Pillow

- Haven Memory Pillow is soft, tender and caresses the body. It keeps the head and neck cool and dry, reducing pressure points around the neck area. It is also smooth and makes sleep more pleasurable.

- Haven Memory Pillow comes in a cotton removable cover.
This is an exceptionally soft and high quality latex pillow that comes in a regular shape, has an air exchange system feature and maintains a conducive temperature.

The Vitarev also ensures better breathing & consequent reduction of snoring.

It comes in a removable washable cover and a carrier bag.
Vitalite Memory Pillow

- Vitalite is an exceptionally high quality visco-elastic pillow that comes in a regular shape, has an air exchange system features and maintains a conducive temperature.

- It comes in a removable and washable cover.
Gazelle Pillow

- Vita Gazelle Pillow is a medium weight fibre-based pillow covered in fine textile to give comfortable headrest during sleep where softness is required.
- It is light weight and hypoallergenic.
- It is ideal for young adults.
Vita PAMA Fibre Pillow

- Vita Pama Pillow is made of high density hollow siliconized fibre.
- The ultra soft texture provides the ideal balance of cushioniness and support.
Dove Pillow

Dove Fibre pillow is a light weight siliconized fibre pillow covered in fine textile (with inner foam sheet lining) to give a soft and firm neck support. It is ideal for school use and in the children’s room.
Vita Floor Pillow

Vita Floor Pillows are great for quick, casual sitting. Frequently used when watching television or playing games, a floor pillow is very functional. It can equally be used as a massage pillow. It comes in many fabrics to complement your home decor.
Vita Quilted Fibre Pillow

- Vita Quilted Pillow is made of hollow siliconized fibre and is designed to withstand wear and tear which is commonly associated with excessive use.

- The quilted cover provides a soft feel and is richly reinforced for more durability.

- Hotels, Inns and the hospitality industry are best served by this product as it reflects an artistic blend of quality and beauty.
Vita JUMBO Fibre Pillow

- Jumbo Pillow is made of a relatively high density siliconized fibre. The soft fibre provides excellent comfort. The excellent airflow through the fibre provides additional ventilation which is therapeutic to sleeping disorder.
Vita Throw Pillow

- Our Throw Pillow is to compliment your settees and sofa. It provides back, neck and head support.
- It comes in various colours and sizes to match your furniture.
Pregnancy Fibre Pillow

- Made from quality fibre to perfection and designed to give full support to help prevent back pain, promotes lateral position and improves the quality of sleep. Our Pregnancy Pillow is the perfect pillow for a peaceful and comfortable relaxation during pregnancy.
- Provides good thermal body regulation—makes you feel warm in cold weather and vice versa.

- Supports the body and relieves pain at pressure points.

- Very soft and thereby provides exquisite comfort.

- It is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and anti-mite.

- Promotes restful night through enhancing good blood circulation.

- Increases the life-span of your mattress. Used on mattress for extra comfort.

- It is very durable.

- Comes in 1, 2, 3 INCHES width in White or Brown fabric.
Bedsheets & Duvets
Complete Duvet Set
Lifestyle
Our Leisure Mat is a multi-purpose mat, which can be used for sleeping or sitting, for exercise or yoga, or simply increase the sleeping space for your guests.

What’s more?, it’s easy to store away when not in use.
Jumbo Leisure Mat

- SOFT & COMFORTABLE
- IDEAL FOR CAMPING
- HIGH-DENSITY OPEN CELL FOAM
- EASY TO CLEAN
Made from moulded memory foam and with a firmness that’s right, our Neck Pillow provides the adequate lumbar support for your neck. This is just the plushy support you need to sleep better in an otherwise unlikely place.
Back Seat Support

- The Back Seat Support is made from memory foam specially structured to fit into the back from the waist level when sitting.
- It helps to reduce pressure that accumulates at the waist region thereby causing discomfort.
- If you have to sit tight and longer at work then the back seat support is for you.
Early Days
Made with fine wood finishing, you can be at ease by simply choosing the right cot for your new arrival. Our Baby Cot is one of the most practical solutions for your child’s early years, has a spacious open shelf for storage and offers great value for money.
Made from medium density foam and covered in non-absorbent fabric, this mattress provides kids utmost comfort and pleasure while they are asleep.
Breast Feeding Cover

- This cover provides both mother and baby with necessary support that makes feeding easier and more peaceful.

- It offers you and your baby a stable and snug support and its compactness supports the baby during feeding and reduces the mother’s muscle tension.
Children’s Corner
Baby Changing Mat

- Made with ultra soft fabric, this product cuddles your baby and keeps them snuggled in for naptime, play time or any time. It folds up easily for transporting and its super soft too.
Made with fine wood finishing, you can be at ease by simply choosing the right cot for your new arrival. Our baby cot is one of the most practical solutions for your child's early years, has a spacious open shelf for storage and offers great value for money.

**Baby Sofa**

- This sofa is made from high density flexible foam with good resilience and properties. It is ideal for kids sitting comfort and is available in a variety of fluffy and colourful kid-friendly textile.
Our Beds are the ultimate perfection, built as a result of our superior craftsmanship and passion for enhancing your sleep quality. They are pocket friendly and easy to assemble.
Vita Cutty Bed

- Vita Cutty offers everything you need to bring your ensemble to the 21st century. This fantastic bed set is the must-have makeover you need for your room. From start to finish, built with high quality wood and leather.

Dimensions: 4.5/6 x 6 and 6 x 7. Also customizable
Finish: Walnut, Mansonia, Chocolate, Redrose
Material: HDF, Leather, Foam and fabric
**Luxuria Bed**

- Inspired by the fine architectural details and upholstered in high-quality fabric. Luxuria Bed gives you the ultimate feeling of comfort and luxury at its best.

**Dimensions:** 6 X 4.5, 6 X 6, and 6 X 7. Also customizable

**Finish:** Chocolate, Burnt Orange

**Material:** Fabric, Foam and Metal
A classic design never loses its luster, which is indeed true for our Executive Bed. Exquisite bed made from high quality treated wood and plywood.

Dimensions: 4.5 X 6, 6 X 6 and 6 X 7.
Finish: Chocolate, Neutral finish
Material: High quality treated wood and Plywood
Our Trump Bed is built with unique style and intricate design, from high quality leather and high density fibre wood panel. It is a contemporary design suitable for Homes and Hotels.

- Product comes with floating side cabinets.

Dimensions: 4.5/6 X 6 and 6 X 7. Also customizable
Finish: Walnut, Mansoria, Chocolate, Redrose
Material: HDF, Leather, Foam and Fabric
Bring a mid-century style to your bedroom with this unique Phoenix Bed. Made from high quality mahogany wood and plywood.

The Phoenix Bed is a classic, evergreen, always in vogue and a Must Have for every home.

Dimensions: 4/4.5/5/6/7 X 6 and 6 X 7
Finish: Chocolate, Neutral finish
Material: Mahogany wood and Plywood
Manor Bed

- Manor Bed is beautiful and comfortable. Durable and affordable. Suitable for children’s room and school hostels.

Dimensions: 4/4.5/5/6/7 X 6 and 6 X 7
Finish: Cherry and Black, Beech and Black
Material: Medium Density Fibre
Our Sleepwell Bed is one of our highest selling beds. Its beauty is in the simplicity of design. Your home deserves this. It is durable and affordable.

Dimensions: 4/5/6/7 X 6 and 6 X 7
Finish: Chocolate, Red rose and Walnut
Material: Medium Density Fibre
Storage Wooden Bunk Bed

- Made from high quality treated wood. Storage Wooden Bunk Bed is beautifully designed with your kids in mind. Suitable for conserving space with enough of your children’s stuff.

Dimensions: 3/3.5 X 6
Finish: White, Chocolate & Neutral finish
Material: Treated wood
Cadet Bunk Bed

- Cadet Bunk Bed is a student bed that is sturdy and durable. The bunk bed is made of quality treated wood.
Trio Sleeper

- Trio Sleeper is beautifully designed with your kids in mind. Suitable for conserving space. Can sleep 3 kids conveniently.

Dimensions:  
The upper bunk is 3 x 6  
Lower bunk is 4.5 x 6  
Material: Metal frame
Chaise Lounge Sofa designed for style is a comfortable classic shaped sofa, that invites relaxation in formal and casual living spaces. Ultimate sofa for lounging and entertainment.
Chesterfield Sofa

- This beautiful design is exemplified by deep buttoning that gives it a quaint elegance with comfort ensured by the luxuriously foamed upholstery. The Chesterfield Sofa plays in the league of the posh.
Bruno Sofa

- Bruno Sofa is a 5-seater sofa that comes in leather or fabric, it has an ottoman that can serve the purpose of a centre table too. Great for space conservation.
Club Chair

- Leather Club Chair is for everyone to enjoy exceptional lounging comfort. Customized to perfectly fit your home (whether bedroom or living room) or lounge.
The L-Shaped Sofa is a classic design of generous proportions; designed to provide superb levels of comfort. This sofa is great for conserving space.
Cedar 7-seater sofa delivers a lot in a compact package. A “Must Have” for every home as it ensures lasting comfort for you and your family.
Deluxe Sofa

Deluxe Sofa is a 7-seater made of high grade African Hardwood and Polyester Fabric. It is durable and easy to clean with plush cushions that ensure lasting comfort.
Eco Robust Sofa

- Eco Robust Sofa, made from wood and polyester fabric, has generous seat dimensions that ensure long-lasting comfort.
- It is durable and easy to wear.
Classic Sofa

- A 7-seater sofa made with high quality fabric.
Furniture
Dining Set

- As the name implies, this Dining Set adds a touch of elegance to your dining time. A premium furniture designed to make every meal time a story given the design and styling of the chairs.

  Dimensions: 4 and 6 seater
  Finish: Chocolate

Dining Set

MODULAR DINING

MINI DINING
Our Bedside Cabinets are elegant addition to your bedroom. Each of them features a deep drawer which offers ample storage solutions.
Reading Chairs & Stools

Reading Chair For Executive And Presidential Suites

Reading Chair For Regular, Double And Standard Rooms

Stool With HDF Laminate Top And Wooden Leg

Clara Stool (Wooden)
Square Centre Table

Square Centre Table is made of high quality wood and plywood. This piece brings style and functionality to your living room space.

Available in Chocolate and Neutral Finish.

Square Side Stool

Square Side Stool - made of high quality wood and plywood, sits lightly in any living space.

Available in Chocolate and Neutral Finish.

Coffee Side Stool

Coffee Side Stool is made of high quality wood and plywood.

Available in Chocolate and Neutral Finish.
School Furniture
School Furniture

Lecture Theatre & Desk

Acada Single

Acada Combined

Nursery Chair & Table
Viscoelastic
The new ergonomically designed moulded seat in the market, designed to bring a new level of style and comfort. The generously cushioned seat and contoured back team together to provide truly comfortable seating.
EPE SHEETS
-Used for insulation of pipes

Insulation duct for air conditioners and in general construction
· Flakes, chips, sheets, and blocks are used for impact protection and damping in the packaging of various products such as cameras, electronic devices, fruits, etc.
· Antistatic, conductive foams for electronics packaging.
· Isothermal packaging.
· Cool bags.
Pre-Fabricated Panels
Damping and protection
Pre-Fabricated Panels

- Soundproofing.
- Thermal insulation of roofs, walls, ceilings, floors.
- Thermal insulation of sandwich panels for individual construction
- Insulation of pipes, pipelines, half-shells for heating piping insulation and air conditioning.
Pre-Fabricated Panels

Industrial Buildings  Commercial Buildings  Cold Store/Blast Freezers  Ultra clean rooms
Pre-Fabricated Structure

Insulation roofing sheets (Long span)

Insulation board with Embossed Aluminium Foil

Tongue and Roof Interlock
Insulated Hinged Doors (Printek PPGI - MDF wood)

Insulated Hinged Doors (Printek PPGI stone bricks)

Insulated Hinged Doors (Printek PPGI stone bricks)
VITAFOM NIGERIA PLC
140, Oba Akran Avenue
Industrial Estate, Ikeja, Lagos, Nigeria.
Website: www.vitafoam.com.ng
Tel: +234(1)280 5070 - 5

VONO FURNITURE PRODUCTS NIG. LTD
326/328, Agege Motor Road
Ilupeju Industrial Estate
P. O. Box +234 817 458 9700
0803 308 2463
Email: info@vonoproducts.com
www.vonoproducts.com

VITAPUR NIGERIA LTD
23, Acme Road, Ogba Ikeja, Lagos.
Tel: 08174589722, 08186510238, 08174589730,
08174589733, 08174589724
E-mail: info@vitapurinsulation.co.ng
Web: www.vitapurinsulation.com

VITABLOM NIGERIA LIMITED
26/27, Oke Aro Road,
Off Alagbado Road,
Oke Aro, Ogun State.
Tel: +234 8172002173, +234 8172002142.
www.vitabloomng.com

VITAVISCO NIGERIA LIMITED
14, Odo Eran Street,
Off Idiroko Road, Ota,
Ogun State.
Tel: +234 8094273826, +234 8095504631

VITAPARTS NIGERIA LIMITED
25/27, Oke-Aro Road, Off Iju Road,
Ogun State.
Tel: +234 (1) 280 5070, +234 (0)700vitaparts
E-mail: company.sec@vitafoam.com.ng